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We find the singular transformation between the electron operator and the pseu-
doparticle operators for the Hubbard chain. We generalize the concept of quasiparti-
cle to one-dimensional electronic systems which in 1D refers to many-pseudoparticle
objects. We obtain explicit results for the electron renormalization factor, self energy,
and vertex functions at the Fermi points. We also discuss the possible connection of
our results to higher dimensions and explore the possibilities of instabilities in the
interacting problem such as the formation of Cooper pairs.
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The unconventional electronic properties of novel materials such as the superconducting
coper oxides and synthetic quasi-unidimensional conductors has attracted much attention
to the many-electron problem in spatial dimensions 1 ≤D≤ 3. Although quantum liquids
in dimensions 1 <D< 3 are, probably, neither Fermi liquids (3D) nor Luttinger liquids
(1D) but have instead an intermediate physics, the complexity of the problem requires a
good understanding of both the different and common properties of these two limiting cases.
While their different properties were the motivation for the introduction of the concept of
Luttinger liquid in 1D [1], the characterization of their common properties is also of great
interest because the latter are expected to be present in dimensions 1 <D< 3 as well.
One example is the Landau-liquid character common to Fermi liquids and some Luttinger
liquids which consists in the generation of the low-energy excitations in terms of different
momentum-occupation configurations of quantum objects (quasiparticles or pseudoparticles)
whose forward-scattering interactions determine the low-energy properties of the quantum
liquid. This generalized Landau-liquid theory was introduced in Ref. [2], which refers to
contact-interaction soluble problems (shortly after the same kind of ideas were applied to
1/r2-interaction integrable models [3]).
The nature of interacting electronic quantum liquids in dimensions 1 <D< 3, including
the existence or non existence of quasiparticles and Fermi surfaces, remains an open ques-
tion of crucial importance for the clarification of the microscopic mechanisms behind the
unconventional properties of the novel materials. Inspired by the results of Landau’s theory
of the Fermi liquid in 3D, it is one of the aims of this Letter to introduce the operator which
creates a well defined elementary excitation of the Fermi system, which we call quasiparticle.
This excitation is a transition between two exact ground states of the interacting electronic
problem differing in the number of electrons by one. When one electron is added to the
electronic system the number of these excitations also increases by one. Naturally, its rela-
tion to the electron will depend on the overlap between the states associated with this and
the quasiparticle and how close we are in energy from the starting interacting ground state.
Therefore, in order to define the quasiparticle we need to understand the properties of the
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actual ground state of the problem as, for instance, is given by its exact solution via the
Bethe ansatz (BA). The vanishing of the one-electron renormalization factor in 1D does not
necessarily implies the non existence of the above quasiparticles and clarifying the problem
in the 1D limit is also important for understanding how dimensionality changes the physics
of interacting electronic systems in dimensions 1 ≤D≤ 3.
We consider here the Hubbard model [4–7] in one dimension with a finite chemical
potential µ and in the presence of a magnetic field H ,
Hˆ = −t∑
j,σ
[
c†j,σcj+1,σ + c
†
j+1,σcj,σ
]
+ U
∑
j
[c†j,↑cj,↑ − 1/2][c†j,↓cj,↓ − 1/2]− µ
∑
σ
Nˆσ − 2µ0HSˆz , (1)
where c†j,σ and cj,σ are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively, for electrons at
the site j with spin projection σ =↑, ↓. In what follows kFσ = pinσ and kF = [kF↑+kF↓]/2 =
pin/2, where nσ = Nσ/Na and n = N/Na, and Nσ and Na are the number of σ electrons and
lattice sites, respectively (N =
∑
σ Nσ). The results refer to all finite values of U , electron
densities 0 < n < 1, and spin densities 0 < m < n. This problem can be diagonalized using
the BA [4]. This solution refers to a pseudoparticle operator basis, as was well established in
Refs. [6,7] (the pseudoparticle Hamiltonian parameters and phase shifts we refer below are
studied in detail in these papers). At constant values of the electron numbers this description
of the problem is very similar to Fermi-liquid theory, except for two main differences: (i)
the ↑ and ↓ quasiparticles are replaced by the c and s pseudoparticles and (ii) the discrete
pseudoparticle momentum (pseudomomentum) is of the usual form qj =
2pi
Na
Iαj but the
numbers Iαj are not always integers. They are integers or half-integers depending whether
the number of particles in the system is even or odd. This plays a central role in the
present problem. The actual ground state of (1) is described in terms of the above c and
s pseudoparticles which are created and annihilated by fermionic operators b†q,α and bq,α,
respectively (where α = c, s). The ground state, |0;Nc = N↑+N↓, Ns = N↓〉, and low-energy
Hamiltonian eigenstates can be completely described in terms of the occupations of these
excitations. (Below we use often the alternative notation for the ground state, |0;Nσ, N−σ〉.)
The c and s pseudoparticles are non-interacting at the small-momentum and low-energy fixed
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point and the spectrum is described in terms of bands in a pseudo-Brillouin zone which goes
between q(−)c ≈ −pi and q(+)c ≈ pi for the c pseudoparticles and q(−)s ≈ −kF↑ and q(+)s ≈ kF↑
for the s pseudoparticles. In the ground state these are occupied for q
(−)
Fα ≤ q ≤ q(+)Fα ,
where the pseudo-Fermi points are such that q
(±)
Fc ≈ ±2kF and q(±)Fs ≈ ±kF↓. Often, it
is useful to introduce the quantum number ι = ±1 which defines the right (ι = 1) and
left (ι = −1) pseudoparticles of momentum q˜ = q − q(±)Fα . At higher energies and (or )
large momenta the pseudoparticles start to interact (this is the price paid for the choice of
a fermionic statistics!) via zero-momentum transfer forward-scattering processes. As in a
Fermi liquid, these are associated with f functions whose values at the pseudo-Fermi points
define the Landau parameters, F jαα′ =
1
2pi
∑
ι=±1(ι)
jfαα′(q
(±)
Fα , ιq
(±)
Fα′), where j = 0, 1. Their
expressions involve the pseudoparticle group velocities vα = ±vα(q(±)Fα ) and the parameters
ξjαα′ = δα,α′ + Φαα′(q
(+)
Fα , q
(+)
Fα′) + (−1)jΦαα′(q(+)Fα , q(−)Fα′), where j = 0, 1 and Φαα′(q, q′) is a
two-pseudoparticle phase shift.
Our task is finding the relationship between the electronic operators c†k,σ in momentum
space and the pseudoparticle operators b†q,α. In this Letter we solve the problem at the
relative momenta of ground-state pairs differing in Nσ by one. Notice that the electron
excitation is not an eigenstate of the interacting problem and, therefore, when the electronic
operator acts onto the ground state it produces a multiparticle process in terms of the
pseudoparticles. The study of the above ground-state pairs of the interacting problem (1)
reveals that their relative momentum equals precisely the U = 0 Fermi points, ±kFσ. We
consider the case when the electron has spin projection, say, ↑ and momentum kF↑ (the
construction is the same for the case of spin projection ↓). We define the quasiparticle
operator, c˜†kF↑,↑, which creates one quasiparticle with spin projection ↑ and momentum kF↑
as,
c˜†kF↑,↑|0;Nc = N↑ +N↓, Ns = N↓〉 = |0;Nc = N↑ + 1 +N↓, Ns = N↓〉. (2)
The quasiparticle operator defines a one-to-one correspondence between the addition of one
electron to the system and the creation of one quasiparticle, exactly as we expect from the
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Landau theory in 3D: the electronic excitation, c†kF↑,↑|0;Nc = N↑ + N↓, Ns = N↓〉, defined
at the Fermi momentum but arbitrary energy, contains a single quasiparticle, as we show
below. We will study this excitation as we take the energy to be zero, where the problem is
equivalent to Landau’s. Since we are discussing the problem of addition or removal of one
particle the boundary conditions play a crucial role. When we add or remove one electron
from the many-body system we have to consider the transitions between states with integer
and half-integer quantum numbers Iαj . The transition between two ground states differing
in the number of electrons by one is then associated with two different processes: a backflow
in the Hilbert space of the pseudoparticles with a shift of all the pseudomomenta by ± pi
Na
and the creation of one or a pair of pseudoparticles at the pseudo-Fermi points. We find
that the backflow is described in terms of a unitary operator,
Uα(δq) = exp

−δq
∑
q′
[
∂
∂q′
b†q′,α]bq′,α

 . (3)
From the expressions of the ground-state pseudoparticle generators the following relation
between the quasiparticle and the pseudoparticles follows,
c˜†±kF↑,↑ = b
†
q
(±)
Fc
,c
U±1s , c˜
†
±kF↓,↓
= b†
q
(±)
Fc
,c
b†
q
(±)
Fs
,s
U±1c , (4)
where U±1α = Uα
(
∓ pi
Na
)
. According to Eq. (4) the σ quasiparticles are many-pseudoparticle
objects which recombine the pseudoparticle colors c and s (charge and spin in the limit
m = n↑ − n↓ → 0 [7]) giving rise to spin projection ↑ and ↓ and have Fermi surfaces at
±kFσ. However, note that two-quasiparticle objects can be of two-pseudoparticle character
because the product of the two corresponding many-pseudoparticle operators is such that
U+1α U
−1
α = 11, as for the triplet pair c˜
†
+kF↑,↑
c˜†−kF↑,↑ = b
†
q
(+)
Fc
,c
b†
q
(−)
Fc
,c
.
In order to relate the quasiparticle operators c˜†±kFσ,σ to the electronic operators c
†
±kFσ,σ
we have combined a generator pseudoparticle analysis and a suitable Lehmann representa-
tion with conformal-field theory [5,7]. We measure the energy ω from the initial chemical
potential µ(Nσ, N−σ) (ie, we consider µ(Nσ, N−σ) = 0). As in a Fermi liquid, we find that
the one-electron renormalization factor Zσ(ω) has a crucial role in the above relation. This
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factor is given by the small-ω leading-order term of |1− ∂ReΣσ(±kFσ,ω)
∂ω
|−1, where Σσ(k, ω) is
the σ self energy. Remarkably, we found the following low-ω expression, ReΣσ(±kFσ, ω) =
ω[1− ω−1−ςσ
aσ0+
∑
j=1,2,3,...
aσ
j
ω4j
], where aσj are constants and ς↑ = −2+
∑
α
1
2
[(ξ1αc−ξ1αs)2+(ξ0αc)2] and
ς↓ = −2+∑α 12 [(ξ1αs)2+ (ξ0αc+ ξ0αs)2] are U , n, and m dependent exponents which for U > 0
are negative and such that −1 < ςσ < −1/2. Therefore, both the real part of the Green
function ReGσ(±kFσ, ω) and the lifetime τσ = 1/ImΣσ(±kFσ, ω) diverge when ω → 0 as ωςσ ,
yet Zσ(ω) =
aσ0
|ςσ|
ω1+ςσ vanishes in that limit and there is no overlap between the quasiparticle
and the electron, in contrast to a Fermi liquid. In the different three limits U → 0, m→ 0,
and m → n the exponents ς↑ and ς↓ are are equal and given by −1, −2 + 12 [ ξ02 + 1ξ0 ]2, and
−1
2
− η0[1− η02 ], respectively. Here the m→ 0 parameter ξ0 changes from ξ0 =
√
2 at U = 0
to ξ0 = 1 as U →∞ and η0 = ( 2pi ) tan−1
(
4t sin(pin)
U
)
.
Our method allows the identification of which particular Hamiltonian eigenstates con-
tribute to the above aσj ω
4j corrections and leads to the following relation between the electron
and quasiparticle operators
c†±kFσ,σ =
√
Zσ(ω)|ςσ|[1 + ω2
∑
α,α′,ι=±1
Cια,α′ ρˆα,ι(ι
2pi
Na
)ρˆα′,−ι(−ι 2pi
Na
) +O(ω4)]c˜†±kFσ,σ , (5)
where Cια,α′ are constants and ρˆα,ι(k) =
∑
q˜ b
†
q˜+k,α,ιbq˜,α,ι is a pseudoparticle-pseudohole op-
erator. When ω → 0 this relation refers to a singular transformation because Zσ(ω)
vanishes in that limit. Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) gives the electron operator in the
pseudoparticle basis. The singular nature of the transformation (5) which maps the 0-
renormalization-factor electron onto the 1-renormalization-factor quasiparticle explains the
perturbative character of the pseudoparticle-operator basis [7]. It is this perturbative char-
acter that determines the form of expression (5) which except for the non-classical ex-
ponent in the
√
Zσ(ω) =
√
aσ0
|ςσ|
ω
1+ςσ
2 factor (absorbed by the electron-quasiparticle trans-
formation) includes only classical exponents, as in a Fermi liquid. Combining the re-
lation c˜†kFσ,σ|0;Nσ, N−σ〉 = |0;Nσ + 1, N−σ〉 with Eq. (5) we find that
√
Zσ(ω)|ςσ| =
|〈0;Nσ + 1, N−σ|c†kFσ,σ|0;Nσ, N−σ〉| ∝ ω
1+ςσ
2 . In the present thermodynamic limit this re-
sult is only valid in the limit ω → 0 and confirms that this amplitude vanishes, the way it
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goes to zero with the excitation energy being relevant for comparison with other vanishing
matrix elements: the higher-order contributions to expression (5) are associated with low-
energy excited Hamiltonian eigenstates orthogonal to the ground states and whose matrix-
element amplitudes vanish as ω
1+ςσ+4j
2 (with 2j the number of pseudoparticle-pseudohole
processes relative to |0;Nσ + 1, N−σ〉 and j = 1, 2, 3, ...). Therefore, the leading-order term
of (5) and the exponent ςσ fully control the low-energy overlap between the ±kFσ quasipar-
ticles and electrons and determines the expressions of all k = ±kFσ one-electron low-energy
quantities. For instance, we find for the σ spectral function Aσ(±kFσ, ω) ∝ ωςσ . (For a nu-
merical study see Ref. [8].) Furthermore, Aσ(k, ω) (and ReGσ(k, ω)) vanishes when ω → 0
for all momentum values except at the non-interacting Fermi-points k = ±kFσ. It follows
that for ω → 0 the density of states, Dσ(ω) = ∑k Aσ(k, ω), results, exclusively, of contri-
butions from the peaks centered at k = ±kFσ and is such that Dσ(ω) ∝ ωAσ(±kFσ, ω).
It is known that Dσ(ω) ∝ ωνσ , where νσ is the exponent of the equal-time momentum
distribution expression, Nσ(k) ∝ |k ∓ kFσ|νσ [4]. We find the relation ςσ = νσ − 1, in
agreement with the above analysis. However, this simple relation does not imply that the
equal-time expressions provide full information on the small-energy instabilities. For in-
stance, in addition to the momentum values k = ±kFσ and in contrast to the spectral
function, Nσ(k) shows singularities at k = ±[kFσ + 2kF−σ] [5]. Therefore, only the di-
rect low-energy study reveals all the true instabilities of the quantum liquid. (In some
Luttinger liquids N(k) ∝ |k ∓ kF |ν with ν > 1 [11]. Then, A(±kF , ω) ∝ ων−1 does not
diverge.) The electron - quasiparticle low-energy overlap also determines the behavior of
the two-electron vertex function at the Fermi momenta and small energy. As usually [11],
we choose the energy variables in such a way that the combinations ω1 + ω2, ω1 − ω3, and
ω1−ω4 are all equal to ω. We find that the vertex function diverges as Γισσ′(kFσ, ιkFσ′;ω) ∝
ω−2−ςσ−ςσ′ , where ι = ±1. Further, we could evaluate the following closed-form expression
Γισσ′(kFσ, ιkFσ′;ω) =
1
|ςσςσ′ |Zσ(ω)Zσ′ (ω)
{∑ι′=±1(ι′) 1−ι2 [vι′ρ + (δσ,σ′ − δσ,−σ′)vι′σz ] − δσ,σ′ v˜σ}, where
vιρ and v
ι
σz
are given in Table I and involve only the pseudoparticle velocities and Landau
parameters referred above. (We have not derived the expression for the velocity v˜σ. Note,
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however, that the relevant quantity for the low-energy physics is v˜σ-independent and reads
δσ,σ′ v˜σ + |ςσςσ′ |Zσ(ω)Zσ′(ω)Γισσ′(kFσ, ιkFσ′ ;ω).)
Let us now consider the excitation energies ∆Esp = ω
0
σ,−σ−ω0σ−ω0−σ and ∆Etpσ = ω0σ,σ−
2ω0σ, where ω
0
σ = E0(Nσ+1, N−σ)−E0(Nσ, N−σ), ω0σ,−σ = E0(Nσ+1, N−σ+1)−E0(Nσ, N−σ),
and ω0σ,σ = E0(Nσ + 2, N−σ) − E0(Nσ, N−σ) are ground-state excitation energies. We have
evaluated the exact expressions of these vanishing energies which to first order in 1
Na
read,
∆Esp =
pi
Na
[vc+F
0
cc+F
0
cs−(vs+F 1ss)+F 1cs], ∆Etp↑ = piNa [vc+F 0cc−(vc+F 1cc)−(vs+F 1ss)+2F 1cs],
and ∆Etp↓ =
pi
Na
[vc + F
0
cc + vs + F
0
ss + 2F
0
cs − (vs + F 1ss)]. Again, these expressions involve
exclusively the velocities and Landau parameters. Defining the hole concentration δ = 1−n,
while the above ground-state triplet pairing energies are always positive, the singlet pairing
energy ∆Esp is also positive except in a small concentration domain, 0 < δ < δc, where
it is negative. This domain is larger for zero magnetization m = 0. In this case the
U -dependent critical concentration δc vanishes both in the limits U → 0 and U → ∞
and is maximum for an intermediate but relative large value of U . As in a Fermi liquid,
we find c˜†kFσ,σ c˜
†
kF−σ,−σ
|0;Nσ, N−σ〉 = |0;Nσ + 1, N−σ + 1〉 and c˜†kFσ,σc˜†−kFσ,σ|0;Nσ, N−σ〉 =
|0;Nσ + 2, N−σ〉. This implies that ∆Esp and ∆Etpσ are quasiparticle pairing energies.
Therefore, for 0 < δ < δc there is attraction between quasiparticles in the singlet Cooper-
pair channel. In a Fermi liquid this would imply a singlet-superconductivity instability for
hole concentrations 0 < δ < δc. However, since in the limit of vanishing energy the electrons
and quasiparticles have no overlap the quasiparticle attraction does not necessarily imply the
occurrence of such superconductivity instability. We evaluated the corresponding response
functions with the results Reχsc(±2kF , ω) and Imχsc(±2kF , ω) ∝ ωςsc , and Reχtcσ(0, ω) and
Imχtcσ(0, ω) ∝ ωςtpσ , where for U > 0 the exponents are positive and such that 0 < ςsc < 1,
0 < ςtc↑ < 1, and 0 < ςtc↓ < 2. Therefore, in the 1D Hubbard model the low-energy electron
- quasiparticle overlap is not strong enough for the quasiparticle - quasiparticle attraction
in the singlet channel giving rise to a superconductivity instability.
One of the goals of this Letter was, in spite of the differences between the Luttinger-
liquid Hubbard chain and 3D Fermi liquids, detecting common features in these two limiting
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problems which we expect to be present in electronic quantum liquids in spatial dimensions
1 <D< 3. As in 3D Fermi liquids, we find that there are Fermi-surface quasiparticles in the
Hubbard chain which connect ground states differing in the number of electrons by one and
whose low-energy overlap with electrons determines the one-electron ω → 0 divergences.
For instance, in spite of the vanishing electron density of states and renormalization fac-
tor, we find that the spectral function vanishes at all momenta values except at the Fermi
surface where it diverges (as a Luttinger-liquid power law). While low-energy excitations
are described by c and s pseudoparticle-pseudohole excitations which determine the c and s
separation [7], the quasiparticles describe only ground-state – ground-state transitions and
recombine c and s (charge and spin in the m → 0 limit) giving rise to the spin projections
σ (see Eq. (4)). Importantly, we have written the electron operator at the Fermi surface
in the pseudoparticle basis. The vanishing of the electron renormalization factor implies a
singular character for the transformation (5) which leads to the above quasiparticles with
renormalization factor 1. Our exact results have confirmed that the electron renormalization
factor can be related to a single matrix-element amplitude [9,10]. Although in the Luttinger-
liquid case the form of the vertex function at the Fermi surface depends on the way that
the energies go to zero [11], our study reveals that the Landau parameters which control the
quasiparticle interaction energies ∆Esp and ∆Etpσ are determined by the finite renormalized
vertex limω→0[Zσ(ω)Zσ′(ω)Γ
ι
σσ′(kFσ, ιkFσ′ ;ω)], as in a Fermi liquid. This justifies the finite
forward-scattering functions fαα′(q, q
′) and the perturbative character of the Hamiltonian
(1) in the pseudoparticle basis [7]. Finally, from the existence of Fermi-surface quasiparti-
cles both in the 1D and 3D limits, our results suggest their existence for quantum liquids
in dimensions 1 <D< 3 and we predict the main role of increasing dimensionality being the
strengthening of the electron - quasiparticle overlap [12]. For instance, if this leads to a
finite (yet small) vanishing-energy overlap, the pre-existing 1D singlet quasiparticle pairing
induced by electronic correlations could lead to a real superconductivity instability.
We thank D. K. Campbell, F. Guinea, and K. Maki for illuminating discussions. This
research was supported by the NSF under the Grant No. PHY89-04035.
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TABLE
vιρ v
ι
σz
ι = −1 vc + F 1cc vc + F 1cc + 4(vs + F 1ss − F 1cs)
ι = 1 (vs + F
0
ss)/L
0 (vs + F
0
ss + 4[vc + F
0
cc + F
0
cs])/L
0
Table I - Expressions of the parameters vιρ and v
ι
σz
in terms of the velocities vα and Landau
parameters F jαα′ , where L
0 = (vc + F
0
cc)(vs + F
0
ss)− (F 0cs)2.
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